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The problem of the thesis is 'The Problem of Nev;
Engle.nd’— a problem., or perhsps in a sense a group of inter-
related problems, which has emerged in the last hundred years.
The problem is seen by many' to be that of a land which is no
longer productive— either of earth's fruits or of sound people.
Writers contend that though Vermont and New Hampshire in their
younger days were vigorous, healthy states, peopled by strong,
rugged pioneer men and women— that all the good has been dis-
placed by poverty, barren soil, and worst of all, a people
maddened by loneliness, inbreeding and isolation. Reasons
given for this decline are the drawing power of the large
cities, v/estv;ard expansion, the originally meagre soil, the
scattered isolated farms, and the lack of cultural contact with
the 'outside world'.
More directly the concern of this thesis is the fact
that often in critical estimates the poet Robert Frost has
been cited as the m.ost eminent portrayer of this unhappy land,
the writer most accurate in his picture of a people without
hope, of a civilization dying out. A considerable number of
critics see Mr, Frost in this light.
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a representative number of poems which would allow reasonable
basis for the above assumptions about New England and l^ir.
Frost’s presentation of New England, But it is the writer's
contention that there is another aspect which is equally, if
not more important, V.lien people write, as they do, that Frost
is all m.orbidity, that he pictures New England as entirely in
a state of decay, degeneration— w'ith all the good blood drained
out and nothing but the dregs of humanity left, with insanity
and loneliness the order of things and little that is whole-
some remaining— then this writer must protest. She has found
TVir, Frost a different man— a man who sees that that is unpleg-
sant, unhappy, unjust in life, but a man who sees answers as
well. One can see these answers in his lines about the wonder
and beauty of Nature; in the many happy, well-adjusted people
in his poems; in what he has to say about the value of labor;
in the humor that is so much an integral part of him, and that
he recommends for the rest of us
:
"But all the fun’s in how you say a thing."
The writers who call him. sceptic have weighty argu-
ments, but there is m.ore to see.
This writer feels that Vermont and New^ Hampshire have
been unjustly criticized, and that Robert Frost has been mis-
takenly interpreted as solely the poet of a section that has
failed. To substantiate this thesis
,
the writer will present
in addition to the poems which give the derogatory critics
their basis for judgement, those poems which are representative
4 ’ .
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%of another aspect of Frost and of New England. This writer
feels that Frost not only presents graphically the problems
with which the New ii^ngland farmer must cope, but that Frost
has solutions too, and that he presents people who are working
out these solutions in their own lives as he has in his.
The thesis divides itself logically into four chapters
:
an explanatory introduction, a chapter on the problamatic
side of northern New England as presented in Free t, a chapter
on the solutions this and other writers have seen in Frost’s
poems, and a conclusion which v;lll attempt to assimilate the
materials presented and indicate where the estimate reasonably
falls in the light of research and study ofljthe poet’s words.
The two central chapters will commence with a substantial re-
view of v/hat other writers have noted in Frost that is per-
tinent to the subject, and then each chapter will continue with
numerous illustrations from Frost’s poetry which seem illus-
trative of the two aspects of his writing.
This w^riter has been told that Mr. Frost is troubled
because people tend to read too much into his poetry, and try
to Indicate bases for ideas and philosophies that he never
intended. For one example, a college professor has taught his
classes that "stopping by ¥.oods on a Snowy Evening” is a
description of a man contem.pl at ing suicide— an interpretation
th»t is rather hard to accept. In any Interpretations here
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jvist v.hat is said in the poems. It would be self-deception to
feel that one could thereby get all and yet only the poet’s
thought, because a person’s reaction to every W'ord is of
necessity colored and Influenced by his own experiences— this
writer reads Frost with all of her personal life behind her,
and therefore her reactions are at least a little different
from anyone else v;ho reads Frost, and somewhat different too,
certainly, from, what he himself intended. All this is inevi-
table, and may veil be a handicap to an interpiet at ion, though
it Is certainly no detriment to enjoyment and participation,
for every bit of past experience that has bearing on wlaat I^lr.
Frost writes about m.akes appreciation of him relatively deeper,
This v.'rlter has spent many months in New ILngland— her peox^le
still dwell back in the green hills and tiny towns of Vermont—
and for her no happier existence than living out one’s life in
Nevf England is conceivable; with such a background the writer
feels a right to claim some s^nnpathy with the places and people
f’^e poet deals most with. Amy Low'ell writes, "hr. hoblnson
represents New England, hr. Frost is New; England."^ ^he has
expressed much of his w/orth in those words.
True there is a problem— life on a back-road farm has
long, lonely winters, real desert places; but it is not the
unsol'vahle riddle some v/riters w'ould have us think, rrost
^Tendencies in hodern Am'erican Foetr;/
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does not present a hopeless picture of a section all gone to
rot. He shov/s rather the answers that these people have found
to their prohlem. It is their answer to their loneliness, and
his answer for his own life, and may serve for any reader who
has the need and wishes to make the application.
oi *a08 rx» /loiJsas « *<> V l '^
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In this chapter v*e shall look on New England, Frost’
New England, as all bad. This is the view some critics and
some other less biased people would have us take, and it must
be admitted that there is real justification for seeing New
England in that light--in saying that it is a section that has
seen its day, has gone to seed, with all that is good, vital,
and invigorating drained out to more productive grounds. Vliat
is left is the dregs of humanity, dwelling in squalor, rigid
poverty, degradation, loneliness. Farmers are cooped up in
their isolated farms — v/ith no knowledge of, cr desire for
anything that is of value in the ’outside world’. The whole
of life is drudgery, the sam.e dreadful round of la bor— never-
ending and increasingly dreary. A man and his wife see no
brighter future than ’v;orking themselves into their graves ’
,
and leaving their children to w^ork out the same existence on
long since worn-out land.
It is a case of man against the elements. A farmer
ruts everything of himself into his land, and then sees his
profits irrevocably lost in a mxatter of minutes through storm,
fire or blight. Often death takes a horrible aspect that city
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%the fsinily, joyous in his prime, is cut off in an instant when
he slips sncl fplls pcross the spinning circular sew. A farmer
tpkes an unaccustomed stroll through his fields, leans against
the barbed wire fence. A sudden storm has knocked a v.ire
against the fence down the line a Vvay, the farmer dies swiftly
Frost has the right, if any one does, of portraying
New England as the section we have just described. He knows,
with the greatest possible intim.acy, every aspect of a New
England farmer's life. A significant proportion of his life
has been spent on one farm or another in Nev Hampshire and
Vermont
,
It is easy enough to let one's opinion of New
England farm, life color one's viev; of the biographical aspect
of Frost's poetry— that is, the influence of his experiences
evident in his poetry. Amy Lowell sees Frost's own life as
one great battle against environm.ent . She Infers that while
this m'ight have been the downfall of a different man, it
serves to be Frost's inspiration. But her main thought is that
the farmer's life is all struggle; grim, heart-breaking,
m.eagrely-rewarded toil.
Kingston, Frost's father’s birthplace. Is in Rock-
ingham County, and not many miles to the north of Derry,
In buying Robert a farm in Derry, therefore, Kr, Y. ill lam
Frost was merely in a m.easure returning upon his ov;n life.
But returns are dangerous things. The whole farming in-
dustry of New England had been knocked on the head by the
opening up of the Vest. The enterprising youths of these
country districts had gone to make their fortunes on the
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in iSan Francisco and vvo rk back to a farm in Derry, New
Hampshire, would have been retrogression Indeed for anyone
with a less special destiny than Wr . Frost. Here was a
young man, 25 years old, whose horizon since he was 1C had
been bounded by Hanover on the north and Boston on the
south, only a few 100 miles either way. Here w'as this
same young man working from morning to night to tear a
living out of thin soil. Yet, however despairing the out-
look seemed, this was the very concatenation of circum-
stance and surrounding that the poet needed. A few 100
miles was to contain all his poetic world, but these few
100 miles v;ere to be deepened Indefinitely by the delving
of his av n spade.
1
Iv'iss Lov/ell has long been leader of the pack Vvho cry
that Frost writes of a New England that is dead and decaying.
She sees New? England farm, life as a hopeless situation, and
has discovered many who agree with her and say so in their
critical estimation of Frost. Though she was among the first
to recognize Frost’s outstanding qualities, she was the first
as well to see a grim portrayal of life as the all-p^l^vading
import of Frost’s work. In her review of North of Boston she
could only write:
North of Boston is a very sad book. All the sadder,
perhaps, because the poet is at no pains to make it so. Hr
is holding no brief for or against the state of things he
portrays, he is too much a partof it himself to exhibit it
as an illustration of anything. He writes of it because
it is his, his to love and present. Yet, in spite of its
author’s sympafhetic touch, the book reveals a disease
which is eating into the vitals of our New England life,
at least in its rural communities.
Vhat is there in the hard, vigorous climate of these
states which plants the seeds of degeneration? Is the
violence and ugliness of their religious belief the cause
of these twisted and tortured lives? Have the sane, full-
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V.'est, leaving behind only feeble remainders of a once finej
stock? The question again demands an answer after read-
:j
ing Mr. Frost’s book.*^
And there is a considerable group of critics Vvho ii
ii
I
seem convinced that realistic and vivid as Frost’s character-
j
izations are, they are descriptions of peculiar and restricted i!
people found nowhere but in the confines of the New England
hills; a sort of ’missing-link’ between modern civilization
anc^he aboriginal savages,
j
G. R. Elliott spoke of their "narrow and unrelieved 1
lives "3; Grant C. Knight said: "Mr, Frost is compelled to |
i
speak of blighted lives, of defeated hopes''^; Caroline Ford
|
i'
called Frost’s New England, "the scene of a diminishing farm
ropulation, . , . .one where fear and poverty form the axis of
many lives,... a region inhabited by many unhappy individuals"^;!
T. K, V.hipple suggested; "Even his people are etchings or
j
woodcuts— droll, bizarre, sometim.es pathetic"^; John Farrar
-j
^Tendencies in Modern Am.erican Poetry . New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1917, p. 105,
^The Nation
,
Vol 109:2840. Cited by Richard ITiornton
in Recognit ‘ on of Robert Frost ; 25 th Anniversary . Nevj York; i,
Henry Holt " Co, 1957. p. ISO.
|
‘^American Literature and Culture . New York; Roy
Long and Ric’iard ^mith, Inc,, 1932. p. 499,
j
5The Less Travelled Ro ad
,
Harvard University Press,
1935. Cited by Y^ornton, Ibid .
.
p. 196, ii
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Tvwj
considered his whole body of writing illustrative of a decay-
ing and degenerating New i:.ngl and”'^
;
Alfred Kreymborg, speaking
of Frost, v/rote: ''Nor did moribund New England, with its
deserted farms and broken or stunted people, Impress him with
total tragedy, "8 Bruce Weirlck called it "a tired civilization
going to seed," and added, "Life here has lost its .meaning
,
It is but a vacillation between the hard-tack view that ’good
fences make good neighbors’ and an imagination brooding on
death, and shattering itself in futility or insanity. "8
Elizabeth Shipley Sergeant wrote of the "spare human
figures moving across Frost’s New; England landscape . "1*^
Clement Wood declared that "the old New England .... died of a
transfusion of its best blood to the .. .West . " Frosts^
characters, he added^are the "sparse human backwaters" of this
old New England, "starving into the asylum or the cemetery."
"The effect of Frost's stories," he continued, "is that they
are largely pointless: v/hich merely points to the fact that he
is the unlesfed laureate of a people living and dying point-
lessly
.





^ Our c»in. 'in-', Etren, th
.
cited by Thornton, Ibid
.
p.254
^From Whitman to Sandbur- in Am.er lean Poetr;; . New
York: The Macni'llan ^ompany, 1939. pp. 183-89.
^^'F3re Under the Andes
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returns again and again to the odd country
to the deranged, to the unsuccessful, to those
live by the ordinary standards of material
Percy Boynton has written of Frost’s characters that
they are "products of duress and adversity. They live in a
country vhich has come to old age on arid tradition. They are
unacquainted v ith song or play."^^ He added; "Hard pride and
grim, endurance have lined their face^, labor has bowed their
becks, and inbreeding has dene the rest."^^
He oc' nsidered them the same people as Y.hittier had
described one hundred years before;
Church-goers, fearful of the unseen Powers,
But grunting over pulpit tax and pew-rent.
Saving, as shrewd economists, their souls
And wdrt er pork, with the least possible outlay
Cf salt and sanctity; in daily life
Show'ing as little actual comprehension
Of Christian charity/ and love and duty
As if the Sermon on the R"ount had been
Cut-dated like a last year’s alm.anac,^^
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faul Engle said of these people of Frost’s New
Engl and:
They had lived on the same land till the life was
sucked out of it and the plough harvested only rocks,
and the barns had wooden cages in the darkest corners
whiere the minds that had cracked under in-breeding
and the lonely, repressive life in remote valleys,...
,
gibbered their lives awoy.^^
Even Robert Peter Trls tram Coffin, a native New
Englander, and friend and student of Robert P’rost, could not
but write of the loneliness that he feels is tangible in the
New England scene, "It is a strangely changed New i:.ngland
from* the one ’Ahittier knew when he walked the Crystal Hills
of New Hampshire looking for bright legends of the Sokokis
.
It is somietimes lonelier than when the Indians held it. A
Place Wfhere much living has been and is no longer there is
lonelier than a virgin wilderness."^”
Coffin’s interpretation of Frost is that this
changed and lonely New England has had profound effect on it
inhabitants. The very fibre of their lives is gripped, in-
fluenced by the isolation of their existence. They too are
changing
.
In these northern farmlands that are becoming
forests, w'here houses grow fewer year by year, strange
changes come over the people that have stayed . St;-.,’; in;
is the word Frost uses for it, not livin. A w'oman
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listens to the branch of a F^rie tree against her i^indow,
a v;ild branch that has no business to be there where a
tame branch should be. It is more than a symbol; the
fears of Frost’s people ere more than such conventional
things. This is a thing that can get inside a brain and
grow ; ^
ohe had no saying dark enough
For the dark pine that kept
Forever trying the window-latch
Of the room where they slept.
The tireless but ineffectual hands
That w'ith every futile pass
l\''ade the great tree seem as a little bird
Before the mystery of glass I
It never had been inside the room,
And only one of the two
’(•as afraid in an oft-repeated dream
Of vv^hat the tree might do.^^
People living in this new^ northern New England
loneliness may fall to odd rituals of behavior.
Always— 1 tell you this they learned—
A.lw'ays at night v.hen they returned
To the lonely/ house from far away
To lamps unlighted and fire gone gray,
They learned to rattle the lock and key
To give whatever might chance to be
’faming and time to be off in flight;
And preferring the out- to the in-door night
They learned to leave the house-door whde
Until they had lit the lamp ins id e,^^
^Qlbld
. p. 21.
r. Coffin, Ibid .- p. 21.
^^Collected Poems of Robert Frost . New Yot^k;
Halcyon House, 195U. p, ICO,
2^R. P. Coffin, New Poetry of New/ Rngland: Robinson
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This is how Coffin would describe one kind of New
England tragedy. 22
There is a sadness in the very fact of decline in
ropulstion in the New England states, in that the decline
brings with it the inevitable abandomnent of farms, allowiing
the land to go back to Nature,
_So it goes, too, vi th the farms all over northern
New xLngl and
.
The Vvhite Mountains and the Green have grown
back into their ancient extent. They have pushed the
farm.s off their knees and taken back their green and
ancient children. Frost knows the tragedy of tame land
going back to the wild. He w^rites often of coming upon
houses lost in the m.ounta ins
.
23
Amy Lowell paints a more harsh picture of the same
thing.
Here are the huge hills, undraped by any sympathetic
legend, felt as things hard and unyelding, almost sin-
ister, not exactly feared, but regarded as in some sort
influences nevertheless. Heavy thunder-storms drench the
lonely roads and spatter on the walls of farmliouses
rotting in abandonment; and the modern New England town,
v'ith narrow frame houses, visited by drumimers alone, is
nainted in all its ugliness. 24
Louis Untermeyer feels that this grim New England
is but a background, against which Frost portrays human drama.
In North of Boston Frost found his own full utterance
and himiself. Tt is, as he call it, a "book of people."
And it is more than that . It is a book of a people, of
the folk of New England, of New England itself with its
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cold humor and inverted tenderness. Against this
background, Frost h«s placed some of the most
poignant and dramatic poems that the age has pro-
duced, perhaps the most authentic and powerful that
have ever come out of America.^'-'
Coffin sees that there are all the elements of
normal living in Frost, aid that grief and fear are an ong themi,
Ke sees them as essential to life, and to this poetry.
A man doing sm.all farming has great friends at his
elbow: the seasons, frost and rain, night and day, and
others, too, hot t’ne great aristocratic friends in books,
preaching perfection, but the great commoners v;ho teach a
man how to get along: gladness, comipassion, fear, grief,
"he-ness," to bring out the "sheness” in a- mate; good
neighbors for a man who does not want to be alone, or grow
out of the real w^orld into one he has to build for himself
Frost does not always call these friends by name. In his
fear of absolutes, he often avoids namiing even next-door
j
•neighbors like grief and compassion. But he doesn't need
to name them. They are there. ^6
he cannot but feel that the overwhelming voice of
these critics would have us see an unlovely? New England,
peopled by those who have degenerate d with her. They base
their ludgem.ents on their own experience, and on their reading
of Frost. It m.ust be admitted that Frost gives them some






New Era in Am>erican Toetr-;. New York: Henry
1919. p. 22.
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"A Servant to Servants" has probably been the poem
of Frost’s most frequently quoted to illustrate the morbid
loneliness of the New England back-country, and the half-
crazed creatures who live there.
The woman who speaks has had frightening experiences
in her childhood which prey on her mind to such an extent that
she just m.ust talk about them to anyone who will listen,
I didn't make you know how glad I was
To have you come and camp here on our land.
I'd rather you'd not go unless you must.^”
I^any readers wall assume that insanity is a hereditary trait
in her f airily, because she admits that;
Iv'y father's brother wasn't right. They kept him
Locked up for years back there at the old farm.
I've been away once— yes, I've been away.
The State Asylum. 28
And /imy Lowell concludes that "A Servant to Servants" is
about a once insane w^oman almost becoming insane again,
while Untermeyer calls it a quiet and terrible sta dj of
insanity, the dull degeneration of a life that was already
dragged down.^^








29Tendencies in Modern American Foetr;; Ib id . P. 124
SOAmerican Foetr,. Since 1900. F. 26.
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The image which dv/ells in the woman's mind is
that of the cage in the barn in which her uncle W'as kept,
...they made tVie place comfortable with straw,
Like a beast's stall, to ease their consciences.
Of course they had to feed him. without dishes.
They tried to keep him clothed, but he paraded
V'ith his clothes on his arm— all of his clothes,
Th!s is the tangible thing that bothers her but it would seemx
that the gjr^eatest tragedy of this woman's life is one that she
hardly recognizes. True the past preys on her mind, but she
can see a certain reasonableness in it nonetheless.
Cruel— it sounds. I 'spose they did the best
They knew.^'^
Put the thing that probably has, and may again force her to
insf'nity is the lack of understanding in her husband. He is
of the lamentable New England type who think it a sign of
weakness for a man to show grief, or love, or appreciation,
Ihese are the kind of men whose wives die of neglect, and
their husbands never know why. His wife says:
He looks on the bright side of everything.
Including mie. He thinks I'll be ^ 1 right
L'ith doctoring. But it's not medicine—
It's rest I want
. ......... from, doing
Things over and over that just won't stay done
.
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Her husband has a world that is satisfying, stimulating-
making his dreams and plans for a tourist camp come true is
engrossing. His work has a goal, and there is some hope of
achieving the goal. Her work is nothing but a never-ending
round of drudgery.
He’s into everything in town. This year
It's highw’ays.^^
But she has no other com.panionship than the lake, the four
hired m.en— "great good-for-nothings"
— ,
and the few people
v/ho stop for a time at their c am.p and will listen to her
troubles for a passing minute. She needs stimulation,
appreciation, some feeling that what she is doing is worth-
while. Her husbpnd, in his practical way, thought that their
moving from her old surroundings would help, but because her
problem is deeper than just the influences of the past, this
has not availed.
Somehow the change w^ore out like a prescription.
And there's more to it than just window-views
And living by a lake. I’m past such help—
I 'spose I've got to go the road I'm going:
[see no solution, and there really is none, with her
husband's nature what it is. He will probably never see v;hat
it is she needs to make her life normal, livable, satisfying.
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"Eome Burial" is ai other of the critics • ,f avorites
in the list of the morbid and tragic. Unternieyer calls it
"a domestic tragedy that is the more terrible since nothing
happens."^® It deals with the morbidness of death in the
remote places of New iiingland— a woman unable to take up her
life again after her only child has died. Lowell feels the
roem is a ghastly Indictment of the small family "only too
common, alas! throughout New/ England,"'^ but I think that any
one who has lived in the New/ England farm, country would find
just the opposite true, and small f^’ilies very much in the
m.inority. But Edw’'ard Garnett has paid fitting tribute to this
poem when he said: "1 say unhesitatingly that for tragic
poignancy this piece stands by itself in American poetry."*^®
In the poem, the child dies, and the loneliness, the
emptiness, the horror, unsettle the mother’s mind. Some
critics feel that, as in "A Servant to Servants", it is the
woman's hopeless drudgery of housework that makes it impossible
for her to re-adjust after her loss. "The father has at
least the healthiness of v/ork amid the constantly changing
seasons to sustain him but the mother has only her dull
round of household tasks. "29
^^/vmeric an Foetr. Since 1900 . Ibid
. p. 26.
^’^Tendenc ies in Nodern Am.erican Poetry
,
p. 116.
^^ Atla nt ic Vol , 116:2, pp. 214- 224 (Aug. 191£
Cited by Thornton, Ibid
. p, 36.
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But other writers feel that it is more a difference in outlook
that has caused the woman's breakdown and estrangement from
her husband. The man is country-bred. To her he seemed
calloused as she saw him:
'I'/iaking the gravel leap and leap in air,
Leap up, like that, like that, and land so lightly
And roll back down the mound beside the hole.
But the farm was his inherited hom.e, and the burial ground an
im.portant and cherished part of it. To the m.an it was the
sweetest possible service to his child to make a place of rest
for him there. The woman’s feelings were different. She had
no ties with the past in the little graveyard; to her it was
a sight that inspired fear and terror, and a sight 'bo small
the window frames the w^hole of it'^^ that shejmist see every
time she passes up and down the stair.
The woman, in her greatest need, could find no basis
for sympathetic understanding from her husband, because she
could not accept his reaction to the death.
'You could sit there wilbh the stains on your shoes
• Of the fresh earth from your own baby's grave
And talk about your everyday concerns.
I can repeat the very words you were saying.
'Three foggy mornings and one rainy day
’’•ill rot the best birch fence a man can build.
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In her gre&test need for sola ce she felt she was deserted,
beceuse her reactions to death were not his. She expected
that the event would justify open grieving, talking ilslth the
neighbors about It, venting of her sorrow through expressed
emotions. But instead her husband talked with his neighbor
about birch fences. Kis v;as adifferent code, that of meeting
bereavem.ent with courage, of keeping up ’ a decent front’
wVien with outsiders, of letting the common things of life
soothe his pain. His comparative ease of adjustment made it
the m.ore difficult for him to understand her prolonged brood-
ing, and they grev/ farther and farther apart in their mis-
und ers t and ing . There seemed but little hope of a recon-
ciliation in such a situation. In her complete absorpti on
in her ovm grief, she failed to understand her husband's
love for her, and their greater need for each other. He had
to bear the double loss of his son’s life, and his w^ife’s
love and companionship.
"The Fear", because of its inconclusive ending,
has allowed critics a great field for conjecture, and ad-
ditional means for proving Frost morbid and queer. It would
seem that sane reading of the poem wo^ld allow of no more
Interpretation than the following situation. A woman who has
left her husband to live with another man is constantly
haunted by the fear that the husbn nd will follow her. Coming
home on a dark night she is startled by a stranger on the road
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Her fesrs h?!ve built her up to such a degree that she is sure
it is her husband. V,hen conversation v. ith the intruder re-
veals that he is merely a passer-by and all is safe, she tries
to cover. up her error, and then faints with relief.
bince the ending is merely this:
, . .She spoke as if she cculdn't turn.
The swinging lantern lengthened to the ground,
It touched, it struck, it clattered and v;ent out,'^^
there 3s grantedly room for argument as to what actually
hapi^ened. Amy Lowell makes ’a bloody melodrama’ of it.
"The woman takes the lantern and goes dovvn the road, refusing
to let Joel go with her. There she comes face to face v.ith
her first husband
:
’You see,’ the voice said.
’Oh.’ She looked and looked.
’You don't see— I’ve a child here by the hand.
A robber wouldn’t have his family with him.’
’’.'hat's a child doing at this time of night—?'
'Out walking. Every child should nave the memory
Of at least one long-after-bedtime walk.
"hat, son?’
'Tiien I should think you’d try to find
Somewhere to v/alk— '
’‘-i-he highway, as it happens—
’"e're stopping for the fortnight down at Dean’s.'
^^^Ibid
. p. 116.
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’But if that’s all— Joel— you realize—
You won’t think anything. You understand?
You understand that we have to be careful.
This is a very, very lonely piece.
Joel I ' She spoke as if she couldn’t turn.
The swinging lantern lengthened to the ground,
It touched, it struck, it clattered and went out, -5
Does he kill her, or does she merely think that he is going
to do so? Vhlch one is crazed, he or she? hither way.
Nature has taken her toll,"^^
Ylss lowell is prone to read things sordid and evil
5nto Frost’s poetry. Her interpretation hardly seems Justified
here. Both the fact that the w'oman’s terror is seen building
up to the breaking point in the process of the poem, and sleo
her suggested, reason for her husband’s return: "Oh, but you
see he hadn’t had enough ”4
<
^
contributed to the much more
likely interpretation that the woman fainted fromi the relief
of knowing that it hadn’t been the person she had expected,
"An Old Nan’s V.’inter Night" gives a pathetic and
touching picture of lonely old age, Untermeyer says that:
"It is only by" inflection, scarcely by implication, that one
gets the empty loneliness of all old men and the cold darkness
‘^^Collected. Poems of Robert Frost
. p, 116.
^Tendencies in Nodern Am eric an Poetry
.
pi 121,
^"^Collected ^oem.s of Robert Frost, p, 114,
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of all outdoors,"^® yet It would seem that lines like the
following are typicsl of loneliness and old age everywhere;
V.hat kept him from remembering the need
That brought him to that creaking room v;as age.
||
He stood with barrels round him.— at a loss. ij
And having scared the cellar under him
:
In clom.ping there, he scared it once again
In clom.ping off;
A light he w^as to no one but himself
'here now he sat, concerned with he knew what,^^
The sadness of it is that such an ixistence should be necessary.
How horribly lonely I Some writers say that this is a typical l!
New England scene. That m.any are the farms where the aged
generation has been abandoned by the younger, left to watch
the trees creep closer to the house year by year, while the
i
young strong youths are off in the city, exploring more
exciting realm.s. This writer cannot agree that the situation
is so w;ide-£pread as to deserve the appelation ’typical’,
though grj^ntedly it is happening today to some poor bewildered
old people. 'They can do little better than the neglected man
of the poem:
One age<l man— one m.an— can’t keep a house,
A farm., a countryside, or if he can.
It’s thus he does it of a winter night. 51
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"The Census-T^ker" treats of this ssirie theme of a
land deserted. On a solitary errand the Census-taker talks
to himself, as lonely Nevv Englanders often do. He is taking
census in an abandoned rural dis.trict, and happens on an
"empty slab-built, black-paper-covered house of one room and
one window and one door,"'^^ and as he leaves he declares:
’The place is desert and let whoso lurks
In silence, if in this he is aggrieved.
Break silence how or be forever silent.
Let him. say why it should not be declared so.’^^
The Census-taker, whom one might think of as a rather calloused
methodical, balnd person, turns out to be deeply touched by the
aspect of:
’The on]y dwelling in a waste cut over
A hundred squBre miles round it in the m.ountains;
And that not dwelt in now by men or womien.'Lo
He feels that:
This house in one year fallen to decay
Filled me v-ith no less sorrow than the houses
Fallen to ruin in ten thousand years
Lhere Asia wedges Aftica from Europe,
The melancholy of having to count souls
Vvhere they grow fewer and few;er every year
Is extreme where they shrink to none at all.
It must be I want life to go on living.^"*
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"Blueberries” treats lightly of a family- typical not
Just of New England, but of many sections of our country. They
are the type who 'live off the land' and feel that they have a
perfect right to do so. In this Instance the family is
ppr.p.rently not absolutely’- destitute, since they are able to
afford a horse:
...who should com.e by, v.ith a democrat-load
Of all the young chattering Lorens alive.
But Loren, the fatherly, out for a drive.
But with so many in the family, Loren finds it an easy way of
providing to partake of the bounty the berry fields have to
offer. Ke is so practiced at the art 5f making off with
berries that there hove grov/n up near legends about him in the
neighboring country-side.
'He seem.s to be thrifty; and hasn't he need,
’.’’ith the m.ouths of all those y’-oung Lorens to feed?
He has brought them all up on wild berries, they say.
Like birds. They store a great many av/ay.
They eat them the year round, and those they don’t ea
' They sell in the store and buy shoes for their feet.'
56
Very -orobably Loren could find some better means of provision
for his flock, but in a land where thrift has had to be prac-
ticed for so many many generations, it seems the most natural
thing to him. to grasp the nearest and cheapest source of
existence. And poverty, whether imagined or real, does not
make people generous; it makes them grasping and selfish; it
^^ollcted Poems of Robert P'rost. F. 79.
56or
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turns their every thought to "getting" end allows them no
orrortunity for learning the joy of giving. lie has pilfered
the open berry fields for so many years that he feels they
belong to him, and he resents any one else w^ho presumes to
pick there.
They won't bd too friendly~ they may be polite—
To people they look on as having no right
To pick where they’re picking, 57
Though existence on a New-England farm often necessitates
rigid economies, Loren has allowed the virtue to become a vice.
it is the controlling factor of his life.
"The Star Splitter" pictures a man who, if he were a
real farmer, might v/ell go down as one of the best exam.ples of
a New Englander gone berserk. He cared so little for his land
and his home that he up and burned the house down one night,
just to get the insurance money. A true farmer would certain-
ly have been insane to do such a thing, but Brad IV'hLaughlin
was no jarmer. Just as Frost, on his first farm, milked his
cows in the middle of the night in order to be able to sleep
late in the morning, so this man was always:
Busy outdoors by lantern-light v;ith something
I should have done by daylight, and indeed
After the ground is frozen, I should have done
Before it froze, 58
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He had no h^ind for'fflrming, and no taste for it. However, he
had something on his mind which was much more interesting, so
He burned his house down for the fire insurance
And spent the proceeds on a telescope
To satisfy a life-long curiosity
About our place among the infinlties
.
"The Figure in the Doorway", if he be a New Englander,
has an existence that is indisputably cut-off, isolated from th
?
world. He might well seem the hollov; product of a decaying
civilization, for Frost writes that he is "grim and gaunt".
However, this was not due to the way he lived;
The miles and miles he lived from anywhere
Here evidently something he could bear.
He stood unshaken, and if grim, and gaunt.
It was not necessarily from v^/ant.®*^
He has enough to provide for his physical needs— wood for fuel,
a hen, a pig, a well, and a garden patch. The passing train is
evidently all the company and entertainment he wants. He is
not at odds with the world, for he has chosen this life of his
own free vdll . It w'ould seem that the tragedy of his existence
lies in the fact that he is utterly useless to others. If
purpose is your excuse for being, this man is pathetic; but if
yoi^ccept the premise that every man has a right to cho^e his
own mode of existence so long as he does not trespass on the
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The miller of "The Vanishing Red" fully deserves
the worst the critics can say; "half-mad", "ignorant",
"spdistlc", "crazed", or any other. He kills an Indian on
pathetically minor provocation, and he looks on the affair as
entirely his own business:
’I'lhose business,— if I take it on myself,
I’lhose business— but why talk round the barn?—
V.hen it’s just that I hold with getting a thing
done V7lth.^^
but murder can find no justification in personal opinion.
Frost intimates that the town people thought there
must have been a quarrel between the tw'o that justified the
death. But:
You’d have to have been there and lived it.
Then you v/ouldn’t have looked on it as j^ust a matter
Of who began it between the two races.
The miller held no brief for the redskin race, and
he felt no compunction about eliminating the one last member
of it in Acton just because:
Some guttural exclamation of surprise
The Red Man gave in poking about the mill
Over the great big thumping shuffling mill-stone
Disgusted the Miller physically as coming
From one who had no right to be heard frora.^'^
’Ahy his prejudice carried him to such radical ends we do not
know, but much the same thing has happened in other section of
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In "The Death of The Hired Man" the old worker has
accomplished little in this life. His most earnest sympathi-
zers can only call him "undependable", "worthless". Unternteyer
says: "a worn-out incompetant " . But Frost’s treatment is one
of sympathy fcr a man v;ho did the best he knew, V.eak-v illed
,
uneducated, he had little hope of ever achieving much, tiappily
(or unhappily, as you will) he never fully realized his in-
ad ecu acy :
’Silas is what he is— we wouldn’t mind him—
But just the kind that kinsfolk can’t abide.
He never did a thing so very bad.
He don’t know why he isn’t quite as good
As anybody I
it wasn’t the life he was a part of that made him.
what he vjbs
,
but rather his own qualities thatyietermined his
poor lot. heirick found in "T/'e Death of the Hired Man" a
picture of ;
The narrovi/- hopeless term.s on which Hew^ England
consents to give her farm laborers life and death.
...Man tied to a meanness and the soil... One has a
sense that we are all like that, jusiit i!ired men who
live and die on a grudged bountv
,
and ... amount to nothing.
66
But it is hard to find an acceptable basis for this pessimistic
view of the poem.. Frost has given as clear a description of
”'arren and ^’^ary, a very norm.al, well-adjusted, miOderately
successful farm couple, as he has of the hired man; though
^“^Mod ern Am.eric an Foetr;
,
Nev York: Harcourt, Brace,
and Com.pany, 1955 p. 254
^^Collept ed Poems of Robert Frost
. p. 54
^^Bruce heirick, From V»hi tmian to 5_andbur^, c. p. 201,
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perhaps not as vividly defined as that of the hired rr.an. i.ven
Silas is not described as the product of "New England’s
narrow, hopeless terms.”
Silas tried to the end to preserve his self-respect.
He is an excellent example of rural New^ England's attitude
tow^ard maintaining one's independence.
'He thinks he ought to earn pjllttle pay
Enough. at least to buy tobacco with.
So he w'on’t have to beg and be beholden
It was his futile struggle to avoid admitting to himself
what he knew everyone else thought— that he had been a
failure— that made the old man arpear pathetic. Mary sensed
it end determined to save him. if she could. I'i/hen \’arren
demended to know if Silas had prom.ised to ditch the meadow
for him, as he had prom.ised often before, Mary replied;
’Of course he did. V-.hat v/ould you have him say?
Surely you wouldn’t grudge the poor old man.
Some humble way to save his self-resp ect I ^8
Am.y Lowell's description of Silas as "a poor, half-
crazed old labourer"^^ does not seem justified bj anything
Frost has said concerning him. He v/as rather an ordinary old
man, vhose life, for some reason he didn't understand,
had been one long series of inconsequential failures; nothing
nrj
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that he could put his finger on and say, ’’Here, I made my
mistake,” but just a vague realization that vdiatever he had
done had never turned out quite as he had thought it viould.
"The Hill I'iife”. This group of poem.s, in which
Frost has described the loneliness of a young wife on an
isolated farm, has been one of the strong arguments fcr the
accusation that Frost’s characters are half-mad fragments of
a decaying country civilization.
As the woman in "The Fear", this woman also felt
that rattling the key in the door, when they returned after
dark, was:
To give v/hatever m.ight chance to 1$
Taming and time to be off in flight.
The terrified loneliness of the hill wife, her fear
of entering her house after dark, the sinister interpretation
she attached to the tramp’s smile, and her tirrified dreams of
the purposeful grasping of the pine tree beside the window,
suggested that she was a city-bred girl to whom the strangeness
of the country m.ade everything seem* dreadful.
She was not used to the silence of a farraliouse when
the men are away in the fields. The rustling pine by the
window, which would have comforted country people with its
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window latch to her bedroom. ^
I
Her life becsme so filled with fear that she followed
her husbend to his work in the fields. Under sucli distracting
terror it was not strange tijet vhen she stepped into the
woods out of his sight to pick an elder branch, her mind
||
should suddenly let go its las^old to sanity, and drive her !
into wild flight.
Sudden and swift and light as that
The ties gave.
And he learned of finalities
Besides the grave. ;!
It is impossible to deny that to some women, the
country is a place of terrifying loneliness; or that the
isolation of country farms is more destructive to women than
to m.en.
Kpeisman calls "Out, Out— " the theme of typical
Greek tragedy. Circumstances gather to crush people who have
done nothing to bring such catastrophe upon them.selves
.
Tlie boy "doing a man’s work, though ay^hild at heart
,
had
v/orked all the day at the saw-rig, giving little thought,
PS is a farmer’s wont, to the danger that was there. But
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W8S all that was needed for the tragedy. How we feel with
Frost
:
Call it a day, 1 wish they might have said
To please the boy by giving him the half hour
That a boy counts so much when saved from work.'^'^
The shock of his severed hand was greater than the boy could
stand, "and that ended it,"T5 And, as in "Home Burial";
they, since they
V.ere not the one dead, turned to their affairs.'^
It seems heartless, but when people work with danger, they
cannot afford to dw^ell on accidents. Such brooding breeds
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The weight of so much that is depressing, -morbid,
nnd seemingly futile, might all go to meke one accept whole
cloth the Judgment that this is the miain burden of Frost’s
v'ork. Certainly a person who read only the previous chapter
would come away convinced that here was p poet who spoke out
of a tragic background. The evidence would seem strong for
the critics who see Frost as a sceptical, disillusioned man.
But there is more than that to Frost, the man, and
to his poetry, ^'.hen we ask the man who knows, we hear:
Like James, and like Shakespeare too. Frost knows
that the world has need of both the tender-minded and
the tough-minded. He is both. You will find, in an
evening, in an hour, witii him that he can be harsh,
impish, and intolerant; gentle, esthollc and wise,
Tliere are two views of his face no artist, no cgcmera
can catch: a set, lined, vnipkled, granite view, and a
gentle, soft, whimsical view— a sort of blindman’s face,
wdth blue eyes deep-set under shaggy brows, child-like
and innocent, but, as you look again, penetrating and
shrewd ,
And as regards his poetry, there are several things
to be considered before a final judgment can be reached on
his work. Chronology should be taken into account. The bulk
of the poems used in the last chapter to illustrate the
^Forse, Stearins. The Wholeness of Robert Frost . The
VlrgJjlLa^Qu_aterly Review Vol . ir no. 5: pp . 412-16~(ciu;y ’45}
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various aspects of Frost's morbid portrayal of New England life
come from, his first three volumes of poetry. They cannot,
naturally, be considered representative of his entire out-put.
V.hen a man has published 7 books of poetry, three plays, and
innumerable single poems, one would be rash indeed to judge
him on only his earliest poetry; particularly in this case,
w'hen progression is so clearly evident in the poet’s suc-
ceeding volumes.
As they wear onward. Frost's Collected Foems show an
increasing self-complacence of poetic purpose: froir.i the
initial effort to write true things acceptable to his
Muse (his wife) to vriting good things acceptable to
him.self— no small achievement, since Frost is a hard man
to please.
2
T>iat statement can say much or little, but it does indicate
what the majority of readers find true of Frost's poetry^—
a
progression of thought and treatment that will not permit of
over-all judgmients based only on his earliest poetry.
Yet in addition to this, and more to the point, are
the m.any poems in the three early books which indicate a
rhilosophy that is far from, distorted and one-sided. A number
of the poems pro^^rved as examples in the forthcoming chapter
are drawn from those early bocks. They speak for themselves.
Lay readers, and num:erous critics w?ho are in a
position to know, find that Frost's presentation of New
2"The Muse',’ Time
.
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Englsnfi life rings true, I hold it a very significant fact
that in 1922 the 7/oraen’s Clubs of Vermont elected to appoint
him their Foet ^aureate. Certainly a man who saw their way of
life in a wholly unfavorable light, and who presented them as
insane, emotionally unbalanced and mal-adjusted would net have
been singled out for such honor. On the contrary, the
Christian ocience Monitor -wrote of their choice:
The tribute from the women of Vermont comes as •
recognition of his insight and sympathy. Farmer’s wives
he understands— both their t roubles and their Joys. One
people he has chosen to know well, to call them his own
and through them to portray all human nature.^
’^Ten the ladies of a region can agree that some one poet has
become their true voice, certainly that poet can lay claim to
a portrayal of life that is whole and experiential. And Time
called North of Boston a "book of people" so full of New
England scenery and New- Engl anc^^ones of voice that even
foreigners could get the lay of the landscape and the hang of
its inhabitants.^
In his genius for revealing universal human attri-
butes within clearly delineated personalities. Frost evidences
a fragment of the qual ity which has miade Chaucer and
obakespeare immortal.
Almost without excejjtion, the critics agree that
^Lowell, Amy. Robert Frost : the man and his works .
Ibid
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He knows the life of a New hnglsnd f arnier .because
;j
he has lived it....He talks interestedly about... all
I
the daily tasks of the New England farm, and in every ||
reference and every syllable he gives evidence that he knqji\
intimately what he is talking about.,.. ^ !
The majority of readers also acknowledge that though
j
Frost V'-rites of New England people, he is writing to a far
larger audience than local New Englanders. W:ark Van Doren
stated this universality of appeal thus:
One need not have lived in New England to understand
him. He has induced, it happens, a nostalgia for New
England in persons v;ho never say the place... His voice
is immediately recognizable anywhere as a human voice,
^
Harriet Munro has added: i
his art, plunging beneath surfaces and accidents,
seizes upon the essential, the typical, in the relations
of m.en and women with each other and with the earth,
the sky, and al] that lives and moves betw'een them.
Such art passes local boundaries as lightly as in an
airplane, and sv/ings out into wider circles of time and
!
space.
James Southall Rilson said, "he is indiviaual in a
universal sense,"® And Mark Van Doren has expressed it also
^A.m.eric8n Literature
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in these further words;
Being e genuine poet he hfis written poems which are
shrewd or wisp or beautifijl in themselves and which may
be of interest to readers v;ho know nothing of New England.
G. H. Elliott suggested: "Mr. Frost has become more
deeply representative than many roets who have set themselves
at catching the spirit of our age."^^
George F. V.hicher spoke of Frost’s characters as:
New Englanders still living in the native tradition,
Integers who thought for themselves and spoke their minds
v'ith humorous Indirection .. .Behind the poetry is a way of
living too deeply inbred to be denied, an instinct for
completeness too human to be forgotten.
John Haines: "He writes of New England farmers and
their underlings m.uch in the same way, and with tije like
insight as V.brdsworth wrote of the Cum.brian ’statesmen’ and
cott agers . .
. ;
^^.ildney Cox^ stated; "Intense, imaginative
sympathy suffuses Mr, Frost’s poems of people. James
Southall V.ilson: '’They are never remembered as Imagined but
^The Americ an Scholar
,





Vol 109:2840 pp . 713-15. Dec. 5, 1919.
Cited by Thornton, id
. p. 186.
-‘-^'From The -^-mherst Record
,
Jyly 14, 1937. Cited b;)
Thornton, p. ICo
.
^2prom the Gloucester Journal
,
Feb. 2, 1935. Cited
by Thornton, Ibid
. p. 96.
^^From The New Republic
.
Vol, 12: 147, pp . 109-11,
Aug, 25, 1917. Cited by Thornton, Ibid .
,
p. 159.
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ns nctusl people";^* end Nark Van Doren, who remarked that
Frost ’’has not dealt rith them sentimentally nor... in the
manner of a visitor to these communities who regards them as
museums of odd characters and strange dialects.
Giving Frost a hearing in all this cormm'nt on his
characters, we read in ’’Brown’s Descent”;
Sometlmies as an authority
Cn motor-cars, I’m. asked if I
Should say our stock was petered out,
And this is my sincere reply;
Yankees are what they always were.^^
Frost seldom expresses his own opinion in his work;
in fact, he has often seemed to be writing with his tongue in
his cheek; yet the determined, short’^spoken farmer in ’’Brown’s
Descent”, appears to be his picture of Yankees as "they always
were”
.
Coffin agrees that the people of New England are
essentially sound: "Through these people of Frost’s the
essential New England has em.erged at last, the tough and
lasting New England. New England has always been more fatrious
for making people than for making shoes and sheets. Now that
the shoes and sheets have gone elsewhere to be made, the lead-
ing occupation of the place show-s up more clearly ... .And
^"^Vlrginia Quarterly Review . Cited by Thornot n p. 240




& London: Tlie Century Co. 1205. p. hi.
^^Collected Poems of Robert Frost, pp . 174-175.
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rightly snd expertly put into poetry, these people, for all
their sharp corners snd crab-like ideas of going ahead back-
v/ards or sideways, become proper and universal common people.
They have such toughness and lasting human nature in them,^”
Then the critics take on this problem of v.hether or
not Frost gives a valid picture of life, their judgments are
like the following:
l^r. Frost is as skilful a Symbolist as anyone, and
his critics acknowledge that this is so; but the mystery
in his poems is neVer of the sort which makes so many
contemporary poem.s sound like puzzles. It is merely the
mystery which there is in existence and which he has his
own personal way of feeling. Just as his untrained
readers have enjoyed hearing the voice of his verse
because it is a singularly human voice, so they have
enjoyed the additional and deeper layers of meaning wnich
underlie the apparently simple pieces. It is not that
nothing is clear. The siirface is clear as daybreak. It
is that the things which are unclear are the things which
elsew^here in the world are unclear— in all our life, no
less
As for the real problem of the conditions in present
day 'Mew England and their significance in the life of the
country ppople. Coffin has this to say.
Frost likes his people in individuals, not mass
formation. Ke isn't blaming their troubles on the cap-
italists or the environment, but on the way life is built
and the v ay they are built. It is b wider kind of idealisii
And, anyway, troubles may be good for a man. Frost has
found it so. is
i'iMew I oetry of Mew h.n, land ; x\oblnson ai d Frost .
i^t'lark Van Doren, cited by Thornton, page 1C.
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A good answer for those who cry "grim", "morbid",
"sadistic", comes from Louis Untermeyer,
There is much that must make the mature poetrj of
Robert Frost seem determ.inedly grim, and this inceed is
one of the favorite charges brought against his work. It
is an easy generality, one that is difficult to dislodge;
especially from the mind of those who, having uttered a
theory, find it superfluous to prove it. The truth is
that Frost is grim and he is also gay; he is ma tt er-of -f ac1
and extraordinarily fanciful— he is, in short, the many-
mooded creature that most sensitive humian beings are.^^
Coffin speaks as a New? Englander when he asserts the
rock-bed reality of Frost’s characters and enlarges on their
attitude tov:ard life.
Frost has caught them unawares. They are not, to use
the very common idiom, peorle all dressed up with no place
to go. They are in their old clothes and already there.
They have nlaces to live in, they are not visiting, as at
the photographer's. They are at all sorts of work, not
m.erely in a state of being, like hordsworth ' s people, so
often. They are totally unconscious both of their vigor
and their democracy, unlike Vhilt man’s citizens of "these
states." .....Still, a lot of Frost’s people are no better
than they should be. Some are worse. Some of them are
graceless and. do not get ahead in the world,, unless it is
by burning down the house for the fire insurance and buyini
a telescope to study the stars. But unlike Robinson's
people, they almost never brood or shut themselves away
from life. They stay right in the middle of it. There
are none of the loafers Vhitman so admires. They are
neople who expect adversity and small potatoes and few' in
a hill.
It is the hypothesis OT this work that Frost presents
much more than a lost New England. I, and persons much more
j
learned than 1, see solutions in him.— salvation as Coffin puts
I
and
^^American Foetr., BItx; e 19C0. p. 28,
SlNew loetry of New England, p. 65.
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it. These solutions lie in ever^-daj'' life. They are available
to all who will take them.
As an over- all example of what Frost would say to
his New England neighboE about living a whole, happy lire,
"The Times Table" furnishes us a convenient example. in it
Frost criticizes those who do not have hop’e for the future.
He sees the fault of pessimism and fatalism as a real cause
of the threatning ills of northern New England— if people will
take a w'hole view of life, and embrace it fully they can
counteract the difficulties— otherwise, they encourage their
own destruction.
N^re than half way up the pass
V.'as a spring v.itbi a broken drinking glass.
And whether the farmer drank or not
His mare was sure to observe the spot
By cramping the wheel on a water-bar.
Turning her forehead vd. th a star,
And straining her ribs for a Hionster sigh;
To which the farmer would make reply,
’A sigh for every so many breath,
And for every so many sigh adeath.
That’s what I always tell my wife
Is the m.ultiplication table of life."
The saying m.ay be ever so true;
But it’s Just the kind of a thing that you.
Nor I, nor nobody else may say.
Unless our purpose is doing harm.
And then I know of no better way
To close a road, abandon a farm.
Reduce the births of the human race.
And bring back nature in people’s place. 22
^'^Collevted Foem.s of Robert rrost. p . oob
.
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Hardly a consideration of Mr, Frost comes to the
press without at least a mention of the poet’s whimsy, wit,
and dry Yankee humor. Critics, say what they will, admit his
gift in t>ils field. One of the fev/ who find fault here is our
eternal fault-finder. Miss Am.y Lowell, She calls an example
of Mr. Frost’s work "a laborious attempt at humour, Mr, Frost
is a kindly and genial poet, but he 3s never either whimsical
or quaint ... .Mr , Frost give us no such delicious bits of
hum.our as James Russell Lowell’s;
”.6
’re curus critters; How ain’t Jes’ the minute
That ever fits us easy while we’re in it."^*^
But Robert Coffin has an answer for her when he writes of New
England ch 0.racters thus;
The older writers Just didn’t see their i?oetic
possibilities, ’Ahen they did use these people at al]
,
it was for lighter poems and = :enre poems. They took
the greatest pains to m.is spell their talk to make it look
humorous. And the poets condescended, as Lowell in his
Biglow FaT>ers. That’s one thing you can’t do with men
and wom.en like these. It’s the New/ England unpardonable
sin,
Mr. Coffin sees rather the real hum.or in Irost and the
imiportance of that hum.or to the New- Englander. It is a
part of Frost’s solution for New England's problem. It is an
integral and necessary part of the New i^ngl ander ’ s makeup.
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It is largely out of Frost's ravv material for art,
the human crudities, the lovable .manifest at ions of rough-
handed living, that one of the greatest of the strengths
of Robert Frost has sprung. This is his humor, A saving
sense of humor is most certainly one of his best rule-of-
thumb guides to solvation, r'or with this poet, laughing
is a, serious matter, and it leads to the high levels of
serenity. It is a thing of beauty just as surely? as the
hunger and thirst afj:;er belief. it is a law of life.^o
Even the problems that seem the greatest tragedies
need laughter once in a while to take the sting out of them.
Frost can laugh at the spectacle of man's inability to people
the wilderness .... ":;50 he explains the name of Still Corners
in his poem "New Hampshire— the name comes, not from silence or
whiskey, but from the fact that the place is still just a
erossroads, still corners in the w’oods."^^
Frost believes in laughter for his own everyday
living. Anyone v'ho has ever heard him lecture will bear me
out in that. This tonic that is an answer for his friends in
the mountains of New^ Hempshire and Vermont has real meaning
for his own life. A lady w'ho knew him in the years at
’'inkerton Academiy writes of having had this experience with
him:
Dne late afternoon I saw a most wonderful sunset as
1 looked from the chapel window at school. Anxious to
have someone share the beauty before m.e, I called I»ir
.
Frost and our librarian to enjoy the gorgeous display,
I thought that my fellow vorkers did not show the proper
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The next morning, ns I sat at my desk, ¥r
.
Frost dropped
before me the following lines v;ritten in pencil upon a
sheet of yellow school paper.
An A No . 1 oundown
(V.rltten by request,}
Miss Clsrk gave a sunset party
At a western window' in Chapel,
And because our delight wasn’t hearty.
Or we couldn’t find words to grapple
’•Vith the ravishing skyscape before us.
Miss Clark got as mad as a taurus.
She appealed to the innate calf in us
If the gold wasn't here diaphanous.
There hard and metallic and glittering.
Ihen maddened still more by tittering
At her words diaphanous, metallic.
She called us dolichocephalic
And everything awful but feminine;
Said she vouldn’t have nobody run down,
Or in any way squeeze a lemon in,
her beputiful A One Sundown. 2T
Frost often laughs at himself. Vhen others learn
that trick from, him, they will }j8ve gone far to alleviate
their personal ills. Even as a farmer, he can look at agri-
cultural cai amity with a chuckle. "In Time of Cloudburst”
he says:
Let the downpour roll and toil!
The worst it can do to me
Is carry some garden soil
A little nearer the sea.
Then all I need do is run
To the other end of the slope.
And on tracts laid new to the sun.
Begin all over to hope.^^
Sylvia GlarV,"Eobert Frost--The Derry Years," The
New llam.pshire Troubadour XVI (1946) 12-15. p, 15.
^^Gollected Foems of Robert Frost, p. 369,
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Frost is far from the chronic penny -pincher v;ho lets
New England stringencies make amiser of him.
The Hardship of Accounting
Never esk of money spent
V.here the spender thinks it v^ent
. ;
Nobody was ever meant
j
To remember or invent i
that he did v;ith every cent.^^
Coffin mentions a poem, of irost’s that is a wide-
spread favorite for humor and gentle satire. "In the lightest
of Frost’s moments enough seriousness can come suddenly in to
set him mind working as well a^Lis belly. I say belly, becausej
Frost believes in having some of his laughs start that low. A !
i
laugh with Frost can go a long ways. It can go high enough





An ant on the table cl oth
Ran into a dormant moth
Of manyr times his size.
He showed not the least surprise.
Kls business v^asn’t with such.
He gave it scarcely a touch,
And was off on his duty run.
Yet if he encountered one
Of the hive’s enquiry squad
V.hose work is to find out God
And the nature of time and space,
He would put him onto the case.
Ants are acurious race;
One crossing with hurried tread
The body of one of their dead
Isn’t given ^moment’s arrest—
Seem.s not even impressed.
^- Ibid
. p. 408/
^^‘New Poetry of New^ England
. p . 56.
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But he no doubt reports to any
V.'ith v.'hOTTi he crosses antennae.
And they no doubt report
To the higher up at court.
Then word goes forth in Formic:
’Death's come to Jerry H^cGormic,
Our selfless forager Jerry.
V.ill the special Janizary
Vthose office it is to bury
The dead of the commissary
Go bring him hoi^e to his people.
Lay him. in state on a sepal.
\’’rap him for shroud in a petal.
Embalm him with ichor of nettle.
This is the word of your Queen,’
And presently on the scene
Appears a solemn mortician;
And t4c ing formal position
V.ith feelers calmly atwiddle.
Seizes the dead by the m.lddle,
And heaving him. high in air,
Carries him out of there.
No one stands round to stare.
It is nobody else’s affair.
It couldn’t be called ungentle.
But how thoroughly departmental.^^
Frost's touch is light and sure. Wany ore the
chuckles in this poem just cited, and indeed, throughout his
roetry. The humorous poems do not permit of the dissecting
analytical treatment we gave the more serious ones— they
would lose much of their intangible appeal in the process,
and really need and deserve to be presented in their entirety.
Bfown * s Descent is another good for just pure fun.
Of course. Farmer Brown’s predicament wasn't an enviable one,
but Frost h^s described his slide ever the icy crust in such
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a provoking manner that one can barely refrain from out-ri^-ht
laughter. One cannot but feel that the hapless farmer v;ould
have agreed that his position was really a very funny one,
and that he probably had a good laugh about it himself when
he got back home.
Brown Ijved at such a lofty farm
That everyone for miles could see
His lantern when he did his chores
In wf inter after half -past tlxree.
And many must have seen him make
His wild descent from there one night,
’Cross lots, ’cross walls, ’cross everything,
Describing rings of lantern light.
Between the house and barn the gale
Got him by something he had on
And blew him out on the icy crust
That cased the world, and he Vvas gone I
’i'/alls were all buried, trees were few:
He saw no stay unless he stove
A hole in somewhere with his heel
But though repeatedly he strove
And stamped and said things to hlmiself,
A-nd sometimes something seemed to yield,
He gained no foothold, but pursued
His journey down from field to field,
Bom.etim.es he came with a.rm.s outspread
like wings, revolving in the scene
Upon his longer axis, and
V.'ith no smaj 1 dignity of m.ien.
Faster or slov;er as he chanced.
Sitting or standing as he chose.
According as he feared to risk
His neck, or thought to qr- are his clothes.
He never let the lantern drop.
And somse exclaim.ed who saw afar
The figures he described with it,
’I wonder what those signals are
.i»r „•, HT 1
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Brown makes at such an hour of night I
He’s celebrating something strange.
I wonder if he’s sold, his farm,
Or been made blaster of the Grange.’
Ke reeled, he lurched, he bobbed, he checked:
He fell m d made the lantern rattle
(But saved the light from going out.)
So half-w'ay down he fought the battle.
Incredulous of his own bad luck.
And then becoming reconciled
To everything, he gave it up
And came down like a coasting child.
’ V.'ell— I— be— ’ that was all he said,
As standing in the river road.
He looked back up the slippery slope
(Tw'o m.iles it was) to his abode.
But now he snapped his eyes three times;
Then shook his lantern, saying ’lie’s
’Bout out I ’ and took the long way home
By road, a m‘-^tter of several miles.
It's a prize for many
Brow^n hurtling 'down the hillside
most staid. Aho now' would coll
”A Hundred Collars" is
that's good for laughter. A "gr
lancaster, was forced to share a
The occupant of the mom had no
man’s" finer sensibilities, and
state about all of his life and
the talker generously prof^,r»ed
a claickle. The vignettes of
: are calculbted to tickle the
Frost grim.?
another of the longer poems
eat man," late of small tow.n
hotel room with an unknown,
understanding of the "great
jabbered on in his drunken
job. The best joke camie vhen
a hundred of his /out-grown
"^ Ibid
. p. 173-5.
t . ^ io :^olog fr^rt’i^ ^fid f^Vfr^_ )
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)collars to the treirblln^; "great man"— never realizing that he
had more of earthly goods than he needed already, and surely
had no desire for tlis man’s left-overs.
Frost is laughing here at . the ’home tovvn boy who
made good’ and who thereby lost his ability to talk with his
own neople. The "great man" of the story had become a scholar
but his knov/ledge w'as no help in getting him through an
unpleasant situation in the hotel room, Ee had lost his
ability to be human, to be supple in meeting the extlngencles
>
of life.
There is another poem, in which irost turns to laugh
at himself. He has held on to an old, old pair of bhoes
because they have special meaning for him.. Trie poem strikes
J
one as a chu'^ e over his Idiocyncrasy and abc ut the Joke of
spanning the country in one stride, the v/hile presenting an
ollegory of Frost’s true place in our literary nation.
A Record otr ide
In a Verm.ont bedroom closet
With a door of two broad boards
And for backwall a crumbling old chimney
(And that's what their toes are towards},
I have a pair of shoes standing.
Old rivals of sagging leather,
Vho once kept surpassing each other.
But now' live even together.
They listen for m.e in the bedroom
To ask me a thing or two
About who 3s too old to go v/alking,
With too much stress on the who.
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I wet one last year at IViont^^uk
For 8 hat I had to save.
The other i wet at the Cliff House
In an extr a-vagr ant wave.
Two entirely different gr andhhildren
Got me Into my double adventure.
But v;hen they grow up and can read this
I hope they won’t takeit for censure.
I touch my tongue to the shoes now
And unless my sense is at fault,
Cn one I can taste Atlantic,
On the other Pacific, salt.
One foot in each great ocean
Is a record stride or stretch.
The nathentic shoes it was made in
I should sell for ?h.at they would fetch.
Put instead I proudly *devote them
To my^ museum, and muse;
So the thick-skins needn’t act thin-skinned
Bbout being past-active shoes.
And I ask all to try to forgive me
For being as over-elated
As if I had. measured the country
And got the United States stated.
Though not of New England background, certainly
ft
worthy of m.ention is Prost’s recent drama, Ivias ue of Reas on
Host noteworthy for its rhilosophy, it has yet such a
prevadlngly Piumorous touch that no consideration of the ViOrk
omits mention of this quality. Piewsw^eek ’
s
review-, "Jehovah,
Sat-n and the Jobs" notes that "A Mas que of Reason is a satire,
metaphysical in concept, on the Book of Job; Aitty and wise
as anything Frost has written, on the surface it is little
^^Collected Poems of Robert Frost
. p. 381-E,
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more th^n a conversation between the ancient sufferer Job,
his wife, Satan and God."^'^ V.hlcher writes of it in the Yale
HeV lev: that "underlying the playfulness that is a constant
featir e of Frost’s poetic thought is a bedrock of seriais
meditation. I'he play must really be read in its entirety
to get the full Impact of the humor, but a few of the best
remarks are:
Job ’ s wife — 1 have a protest I would lodge with You.
I w'ant to ask You If it stands to reason
That wom.en prophets should be burned as witches
V.hereas men prophets are received with honor. 36
Job ’ s wife If I said once I said a thousand times,
Don’t scratch I And when, as rotten as his skin.
His tents blew all to pieces, I picked up
Enough to build him every night a pup tent
Around him so it wouldn’t touch and hur/t him.
I did my wifely duty. 31
God i saw you had no fondness for committees.
Next time you find yourself pressed on to one
lor the revision of the Book of Prayer
Put that in if it isn’t in already:
Deliver us from committees. ’Twill re.nand me.
I v/ould do anything for you in reason.
^^Newsweek XXV April 2, 1946, 100-2. p. 100.
33Yale Review XXXIV(1945) 549-51. p. 550.
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(rod are (your wife’s) Interests, Job?
Job Vvitch-women ’s rigits.
Euiror her there or she will be confirmed
In her suspicion You’re no feminist.
You have it in for women, she believes.
Kipling invokes You as I.ord God of hosts.
She’d like to know how You would take a rrayer
That started off Lord God of flos tesses
It seems to this writer that in this whole section
the culling out of these examples has detracted somewhat from
the flavor and nuality of their humor. Could it be that we
need to happen upon Frost’s hum_or just as it asserts Itself in
the very process of his writing? Perhaps it does it s best
w'ork when seen as a part of the whole, just as it is a part
of life. Carvinpj it out of its environment takes the chuckle
out of it somehow. It needs to pop up among the sad things
in life to achieve its full value.
’Laughter is the best medecine', but not the only
curative, certainly. Another remedy that Frost poses for
successful living is one that any psychologist will recommend—
absorption and satisfaction in one’s work. Particularly are
the types of labor that country life affords, ano the setting
for that labor, valuable for the man who would find meaning
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Going for wster, plowing and seeding, mowing,
rolling apples dov/n into a cellar, gathering leaves —
homely and common everyday chores are rituals of lovely
and loyal living that make a men feel so good that he
forgets about trouble and sorrow and the dying he must
come to some day. Tasks of day to day, year to year;
but also life to life ones, 40
Here again Frost is writing out of his own exper-
ience. He was the young man whom Amy Lowell described as
"working from morning till night to tear a living out of the
thin soil. "41 Yet she is also speaking of Irost when she
v/rites of "The Pasture": "Here in afew words is an upland
pasture v/ith the farmer at work in it, and here is that
tenderness, that love of place and people which marks all
that this noet does; "42
I ^m going oif. to clean the pasture spring;
I’ll only stop to rake the leaves away
(And wait to watch the water clear, 1 may);
I sha’n’t be gone long.— You come too.
I’m going out to fetch the little calf
That’s st finding by the mother. It’s so young.
It totters w'hen she licks it with her tongue.
I sha’n’t be gone long. — You come too.4o
iviss Lowell also suspects that a great many of the
poems in his published books would seem to date from the
Derry period of his farming life, if not in actual writing.
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certainly In substance, ^uch poemi^as "lowing,” "Pv ending ’.’.all,"
"After Applepicking j " "tutting in .:ieed" and a number of others,
are written by one who has been In the places described, and
doing the txjings here done, "This is not the work of a mere
observer, but of a man who has lived what he writes about":'^^
Tliere wes never a sound beside the wood but one,
Andjtl'at was my long scythe whispering to the ground,
”hat was it it whispered? 1 knew- not well myself;
Perhaps it was something about the heat of the sun,
something, perhaps, about the lack of sound
—
And that was why it whispered and did not speak.
It was no dream of the gift of idle hours.
Or easy gold at the hand of fay or elf:
Anj^^thing more than the truth Vi/ould have seemed too weak
To the earnest love that laid the swale in rows.
Not without feeble-pointed spikes of flowers
(Pale orchises J, and scared a bright green snake.
The fact is the sweetest dreaiTi thal\labor knows.
^
i-y long scythe whispered and left the hay to make.'^'^
II
This noint of finding peace and satisfaction in manual labor
among the lovely things in ^^'ature has been seen as a distin-
guishing point about the northern New England farmer, "The
very sensitive, aristocratic New hnglander is fast disappearing
or has fallen on evil days, Ke is a man who has culture for hi
blood almost, he must always live out of books as w'ell as out o
file earth, and must constantly v:ork to irnprove himself. But th
other old-stock New Englander survives, in all his vigor and
toughness. He iii^the sturdy New i^-nglander who never expected
too much, and so w'os never disappointed, who wbrked himself
into his woods and stonewalls and barns. Ke
4iTendencies in Riodern American Poetry, p. 92.
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stands np now vith his feet solidly planted on his led£,es, Just
as tall as ever he was, and keeps an eye on the weather and on
men’s ways. And he is a well man."-^
At one time Frost savs out-ripht:
Build soil. Turn the farm in upon itself
Until it can contain itself no more,
But sweating-full, drips wine and oil a little."^'
And he speaks in this same poem of the love of the
lend that this w'ork engenders;
Needless to say to you, my argument
Is not to lure the city to the country.
Let those possess the land and onlj? those,
’Aho love it with a love so strong and stupid
That they m.ay be abused and taken advantage of
And made fun of by business, law and art;
They still hang on. 48
Another roem that completely illustrates this
answer that is Frost’s and many m.en’s is one already mentioned-
’’futting in Seed”. There is such sweetness in this work that
it is all he can do to tear himself away. ’The fact is the
sweetest dream, that labor knows. ’4&
You come to fetch m.e from my work t o -night
"hen supper’s on the table, and v^e’ll see
If I can leave off burying the white
Soft petals fallen from the apple tree
4UNew Foetr>; of New ii.n, land
, p. 49.
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(Soft petals, yes, but not so barren quite,
Mingled with these, smooth bean and wrinkled pea;}
And go along with you ere you lose sight
Of Vihat you came for and become like me,
Slave to a springtime passion for the earth.
How Love burns through the Putting in the oeed
On through the watching for that early birth.
V.hen, just as the soil tarnishes v;itL weed.
The sturdy seedling with arched body comes
Shouldering its way and shedding the earth crumbs.
Finally, and closely related to this last that we
have been considering, there is the solution that Frost finds
in Nature. P’rost waves away tP:.e title of ’nature poet’, but
it would seem tPiat much of Piis answer lies in that very realm,
critic sees an answer to tPiis paradox.
It is hard to separate Frost’s nature from human
nature, his flowers and trees and apples from, people, even
stubble-scarred apples from people. Pie says the sarnie
thing himself. He insists constantly that Pie is not a
nature pofet. He calls him.self a poet ol people. All
nature is related to them.. Not tPiey to it, as is the way
wdth '''ordsworth
.
He deals with people in the state of
nature best— state of good nature, I am always tempted to
add, remembering P'rost’s determiination— it amounts tc that-
to see tPie good points about people rather than tPieir bad.
So New England secretiveness is mixed in with blueberries,
end a'mafi w^ho keeps quiet about where the big blueberries
grow is forgiven the sin of covetousness for tpie blue-
berries sake. Vlall-mendlng becomes a sermon in nelgh-
borliness. A plain farmer gets mixed up with the stars
when he takes up a cooled m.eteor to build into his wall.
Frost’s particulars everywhere run out to great universal^.
Frost’s Nature is i-eal, vivid. An image in a poem
^^^Ibid
. p. 72.
^^New Poetr., of New En, land
. p. 59.
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can t9ke you right out of your surroundings to the very
situation he is describing. How apt is his description of
an April day, particularly at this time of year.
The sun was warm but the wind was chill.
You know^ how it is with an April day
''hen the sun is out and the wind is still.
You’re one month on in the middle of May.
But if you so much as dare to speak,
A cloud comes over the sunlit arch,
A wind comes off a frozen peak,
And you're two months back in the middle of March, 52
And another stanza from, this poem that has so very m.uch of
Spring as an integral part of its worth and beauty'
;
The water for which we may have to look
In summertime wiflt a vvitchlng-wand,
In every wheelrut’s now a brook,
In every print of a hoof a pond.
Be glad of water, but don't forget
The lurking frost in the earth beneath
That will steal forth after the sun is set
And show on the water its crystal teeth. 5B
These things are all about us, but we need someone to help us
see them. A fellow poet and Hew r-nglander has said of Frost:
This fe^rmer has a pair of new eyes. And this man’s
eyes saw the exquisite patterns of rightness in the
sim.plest thing he was doing, setting up the stones in a
wall, maybe, or cleaning out last year's leaves from a
srring. I know that kind of spring. My father had one
on his form. It is a barrel set in the ground without
a bottom, and birch leaves gather clusters of diamonds on
their edges where they lie underwater, and a moonstone
rounds up in the bottom where the water bubbles up. Maybe
another jew'el hangs in the air, without a thread, where a
dragonfly hovers, Robert Frost rem.inded me that was a
poem. And the young calf that tottered v/hen his mother
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licked him with her tongue I — That was another good one, a
sight so common and comforting as that is forever new.
Tile times I had picked blueherries and not known 1 was
kneeling in roetryl I had seen the morning dewdrops
clustered up along with the blueberry leaves and berries,
but I never had known they were such a beautiful sight
as this;
The fruit mixed with water in layers of leaves,
like two kinds of jev/els, a vision for thieves.
Frost seems peculiarly influenced by Nature. One
critic notes that though at one tim.e he worked in a mill, yet
there is not a single mill throughout his poems, v;hile every
?/ild flower picked in his rambles was photographed on his
heart v;ith the accuracy born of passion.
Frost finds answers to the questions of life. He
finds them in a new awareness of nature and human nature, in
local loveliness, in a fresh w-onder at the world. "He finds
the answ^ers in a new testament of neighborliness, in the kin-
ship of m.en. Ke finds absolutes in slight things; a crov^f’s
wing shakes snow down on him from, a limb
for a lost day."^^
makes up
The way a crow
Shook down on me
The dust of snow
From, a hemlock tree
Has given ray heart
A change of mood
And saved some part
Of a day I had rued. 57
54p;ew Poetrg- of New' Fng2_nad. p. 52.
55Tendencie3 in Wodern American loetry
. p, 84.
Poetr,; of New/ En, land
. p. 1C9.
57collect§d F oems of Robert Frost
.
p. 27G.
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Suiruna :/ : A consideration of Frost's poetrj' from the viewpoint
of the tragic and territle offers a copious an ount of materlal
that deals ^.ith just this area. \’e see a woman who has to
cope with lonely ai rroundlngs
,
a trace of insanity in her
family, and laxk of understanding in her husband— a woman
who is having but poor success in straightening out the
tangled threads of her life . He see another woman in some-
what like circumstancd, who has let her child's death estrange
her from her husband and from everything good in life. A
third woman has stepped outside the moral bounds and conse-
ouently lives in constant feen of discovery. Then we have
seen two m.en, one an example, the other a mourner, of tun
disma] fact of the desertion of some parts of New En^ and by
her youth. Next in the sad picture is the family who have
let their economic need be an excuse for presuming on the
rights of others and the tenets of good neighborliness. Next
are tv'o re n v/ho are completely cut of the ordinary— one who
c ares unothing for his farm, all for a study of the stars; and
the other who cares nothing for anything, only for his soli-
tude. These two v'ould be mls-fits in any 'socletj^'. Another
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just if Ic etldin for murder. More deserving of s;ympathy is the
aged hired man who never realizes 'why he isn’t quite as good
as anybody'. Equally sad is the young wife who cannot bear
tbe loneliness of a hill farm and lets her imiaginings drive
her to insanity. Most tragic of all is[the youngster who dies
at the saw'-rig because they didn't "call it a day, by giving
him. the half hour that a boy counts so m.uch when saved fio m
v/ork. "
Yet the evidence for an opposite viewpoint is
eoually conclusive, V.'e read apoem which directly admonishes
the man who takes a dismal, pessimistic view of life . We are
offered innumerable delightful pieces that make laughter the
catharsis it should be. Frost writes jokingly about exper-
iences that som.eone else would grumble over— petty displeasure
in another person, agricultural calamity, money worries, he
can use an allegory nimbly in representing the bureaucracy
that is an ill of our nation from the capitol down to the
small New England town. Frost can turn a mis-hap like a slide
down a hill-side on the ice into a sketch that will be eter-
nally funny. He can m.ake a human falling, for exam.ple pride
in new-found greatness, seem the foollshenss that it is. He
sees the joke in his own idiocyncrisies and makes no bones
about kidding him.self about them. He can treat a serious
subject seriously and still inject enough hum.or to make it
delightful and yet not objectionable— as we have seen in his
treatment of the story of Job. For a broader solution to
B ' ' : "
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life’s ills than just humor, we find work— work that Frost
finds completely self-rewarding
—
jobs like cleaning the
pasture spring, mowing beside the v^ood, toiling with the soil,
rutting in seed. This work engenders in farming men"a love
so strong and stupid that they may be abused and taken advan-
tage of and made fun of by business, law and art; they still
hang on.V Lastly, Frost gives us what we need so much to see
and appreciate— the wondrous beauty that is all about us in
Nature. The variabilities and beauties of an April day, the
tenderness of a calf and at s mother, the poetry in blueberries
these are things we would miss without i'rost’s help. He teach-
es that some small beautiful thing in Nature can cheer us and
salvage a day that would otherwise have been sad.
Conclusion : To th.e critics who consider Frost’s characters
the last fragments of a bygone civilization, this much must
be granted: that som.e of his people have lost their incen-
tive to pull out of their difficulties, have settled into
complacency over, or subjection to the problems that face
them. This, needless to say, is ajronditlon not restricted to
northern New' England. Many of the tragedies are tragedies
that could happen to anyone, anyvvhere. Ihe problems Frost
writes of are universally human— accentuated in some cases by
environmental influences, but nonetheless all universal.
The physical environment of ncr them New England
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problem, but there Is much that can be done aboit the social
environment, and Frost profers concrete things to do. He sees
that there m.ust be difficult things in life, anywhere, but he
w^ould not have us think that this is all-important. He is
psychologist and philosopher, preacher and doctor. He knows
the ways that people can find happiness in life, and he snows
us people who have found this hapriness through his poems,
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